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REPROFIL | Flat U-profile

AU-01 series

Flat U-profile for 5 - 16,3mm Stripes

Application
indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture | wall | ceiling | floor | furniture | kitchen | display | shelves | fairs | advertising

Information
- up to 3 different lengths 1m / 2m / 3m
- in 4 different colors
- a profile width of only 9 mm
- a profile height of only 6 mm
- high quality aluminum profiles
- high fitting accuracy
- quick surface installation
- large range of accessories
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
- small in size
- easy installation
- can be easily shortened by own work
- high quality modern and timeless design
- for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
- for the illumination of interior spaces
- Protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with
- passive cooling of the LED strips
- continuous quality control, high quality aluminum
- brand quality from Reprofil

Mounting
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws
- Centering drilling aid: the profile has a
 small gap inside
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

AU-01-05 AU-01-08 AU-01-10 AU-01-12 AU-01-15
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AU-01-05

Flat U-profile for 5 - 5,7mm LED-Stripes

970080 1m | aluminum anodized  

970081 2m | aluminum anodized  

970082 1m | mat-black brushed  

970083 2m | mat-black brushed 

970084 1m | mat-white  

970085 2m | mat-white  

970086 1m | aluminum brushed  

970087 2m | aluminum brushed   

Installation material see page 144 | 145



006 | 007012 | 013accessories for profile AU-01-05

cover end caps

F - 01 - 05 flat 95% clear  40% milky  white grey black

  983550 1m  983554 1m  978660 978661 978662
  983551 2m  983555 2m      set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 05 high   40% milky  white grey black

    984054 1m  979160 979161 979162
    984055 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 05 round   40% milky  white grey black

    984554 1m  979660 979661 979662
    984555 2m    set, 2 pieces 
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AU-01-08

Flat U-profile for 8 - 9,3mm LED-Stripes

accessories for profile AU-01-08

fixation clamp 

970004 1m | mat-white  

970005 2m | mat-white  

970006 1m | aluminum brushed  

970007 2m | aluminum brushed   

970000 1m | aluminum anodized  

970001 2m | aluminum anodized  

970002 1m | mat-black brushed  

970003 2m | mat-black brushed   

             

987002   fixation clamp - 08: set, 2 pieces

Installation material see page 144 | 145

 accessories



014 | 015accessories for profile AU-01-08

cover end caps

P - 01 - 08 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983000 1m 983002 1m 983004 1m   978000 978001 978002
  983001 2m  983003 2m 983005 2m        	 	 set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983006 3m  983007 3m 983008 3m   

F - 01 - 08 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983500 1m 983502 1m 983504 1m  978500 978501 978502
  983501 2m  983503 2m 983505 2m   set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 08 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984002 1m 984004 1m  979080 979081 979082
    984003 2m 984005 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 08 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984502 1m 984504 1m  979580 979581 979582
    984503 2m 984505 2m   set, 2 pieces 



AU-01-10

Flat U-profile for 10 - 11,3mm LED-Stripes

970024 1m | mat-white  

970025 2m | mat-white  

970026 1m | aluminum brushed

970027 2m | aluminum brushed   

accessories for profile AU-01-10

fixation clamp | sample case

970020 1m | aluminum anodized  

970021 2m | aluminum anodized  

970028 3m | aluminum anodized  

970022 1m | mat-black brushed  

970023 2m | mat-black brushed   

             

987004   fixation clamp - 10: set, 2 pieces

             

930030 sample case - 10  

  4 profiles  + 11 cover 

Installation material see page 144 | 145

 accessories



016 | 017accessories for profile AU-01-10

cover end caps

P - 01 - 10 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983010 1m 983012 1m 983014 1m  978010 978011 978012
  983011 2m 983013 2m 983015 2m   set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983016 3m  983017 3m 983018 3m   

F - 01 - 10 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983510 1m 983512 1m 983514 1m  978510 978511 978512
  983511 2m 983513 2m 983515 2m 	 	 set, 2 pieces  
	 	 983516 3m  983517 3m 983518 3m   

H - 01 - 10 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984012 1m 984014 1m   979000 979001 979002
   984013 2m 984015 2m  	 	 set, 2 pieces  
   984017 3m 984018 3m    

R - 01 - 10 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984512 1m 984514 1m   979500 979501 979502
   984513 2m 984515 2m  	 	 set, 2 pieces  
   984517 3m 984518 3m    

L - 01 - 10 lens 95% clear | beam angle 45°   white grey black

  985010 1m         980000 980001 980002
  985011 2m       set, 2 pieces 
  985016 3m     



AU-01-12

Flat U-profile for 12 - 13,3mm LED-Stripes

970040    1m | aluminum anodized  

970041    2m | aluminum anodized  

970042    1m | mat-black brushed

970043    2m | mat-black brushed 

970044    1m | mat-white  

970045    2m | mat-white  

970046    1m | aluminum brushed  

970047    2m | aluminum brushed   

accessories for profile AU-01-12

fixation clamp 

             

987006   fixation clamp - 12: set, 2 pieces

Installation material see page 144 | 145

 accessories



018 | 019accessories for profile AU-01-12

cover end caps

P - 01 - 12 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983020 1m 983022 1m 983024 1m  978020 978021 978022
  983021 2m 983023 2m 983025 2m   set, 2 pieces 

F - 01 - 12 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983520 1m 983522 1m 983524 1m  978520 978521 978522
  983521 2m 983523 2m 983525 2m   set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 12 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984022 1m 984024 1m  979010 979011 979012
   984023 2m 984025 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 12 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984522 1m 984524 1m  979510 979511 979512
   984523 2m 984525 2m   set, 2 pieces 



AU-01-15

Flat U-profile for 15 - 16,3mm LED-Stripes

970060    1m | aluminum anodized  

970061    2m | aluminum anodized  

970062    1m | mat-black brushed  

970063    2m | mat-black brushed 

970064    1m | mat-white  

970065    2m | mat-white  

970066    1m | aluminum brushed  

970067    2m | aluminum brushed   

accessories for profile AU-01-15

fixation clamp 

             

987008   fixation clamp - 15: set, 2 pieces

 accessories

Installation material see page 144 | 145



020 | 021accessories for profile AU-01-15

cover end caps

P - 01 - 15 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983030 1m 983032 1m 983034 1m  978030 978031 978032
  983031 2m 983033 2m 983035 2m   set, 2 pieces 

F - 01 - 15 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983530 1m 983532 1m 983534 1m  978530 978531 978532
  983531 2m 983533 2m 983535 2m   set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 15 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984032 1m 984034 1m  979090 979091 979092
   984033 2m 984035 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 15 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984532 1m 984534 1m  979590 979591 979592
   984533 2m 984535 2m   set, 2 pieces 



REPROFIL | High U-profile

AU-02 series

High U-profile for 5 - 21,3mm Stripes

Information
- up to 2 different lengths 1m / 2m
- in 4 different colors
- a profile width of only 9 mm
- a profile height of only 9 mm
- high quality aluminum profiles
- high fitting accuracy
- quick surface installation
- large range of accessories
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
- small in size
- easy installation
- can be easily shortened by own work
- high quality modern and timeless design
- for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
- for the illumination of interior spaces
- Protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with
- passive cooling of the LED strips
- continuous quality control, high quality aluminum
- brand quality from Reprofil

Mounting
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws 
- Centering drilling aid: the profile has a
  small gap inside
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

AU-02-05 AU-02-08 AU-02-10 AU-02-12 AU-02-15 AU-02-20

Application
indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture | wall | ceiling | floor | furniture | kitchen | display | shelves | fairs | advertising
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AU-02-05

High U-profile for 5 - 5,7mm LED-Stripes

970180 1m | aluminum anodized  

970181 2m | aluminum anodized  

970182 1m | mat-black brushed

970183 2m | mat-black brushed  

970184 1m | mat-white  

970185 2m | mat-white  

970186 1m | aluminum brushed  

970187 2m | aluminum brushed   

Installation material see page 144 | 145



006 | 007024 | 025accessories for profile AU-02-05

cover end caps

F - 01 - 05 flat 95% clear  40% milky  white grey black

  983550 1m  983554 1m  978670 978671 978672
  983551 2m  983555 2m    set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 05 high   40% milky  white grey black

    984054 1m  979170 979171 979172
    984055 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 05 round   40% milky  white grey black

    984554 1m  979670 979671 979672
    984555 2m   set, 2 pieces 
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AU-02-08

High U-profile for 8 - 9,3mm LED-Stripes

accessories for profile AU-02-08

fixation clamp 

970100 1m | aluminum anodized  

970101 2m | aluminum anodized  

970102 1m | mat-black brushed  

970103 2m | mat-black brushed  

970104 1m | mat-white  

970105 2m | mat-white  

970106 1m | aluminum brushed  

970107 2m | aluminum brushed   

             

987002   fixation clamp - 08: set, 2 pieces

Installation material see page 144 | 145

 accessories



026 | 027accessories for profile AU-02-08

cover end caps

P - 01 - 08 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983000 1m 983002 1m 983004 1m   978040 978041 978042
  983001 2m  983003 2m 983005 2m        	 	 set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983006 3m  983007 3m 983008 3m   

F - 01 - 08 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983500 1m 983502 1m 983504 1m  978540 978541 978542
  983501 2m  983503 2m 983505 2m   set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 08 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984002 1m 984004 1m  979100 979101 979102
    984003 2m 984005 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 08 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984502 1m 984504 1m  979600 979601 979602
    984503 2m 984505 2m   set, 2 pieces 



AU-02-10

High U-profile for 10 - 11,3mm LED-Stripes

970120 1m | aluminum anodized  

970121 2m | aluminum anodized  

970128 3m | aluminum anodized  

970122 1m | mat-black brushed  

970123 2m | mat-black brushed  

970124 1m | mat-white  

970125 2m | mat-white  

970126 1m | aluminum brushed  

970127 2m | aluminum brushed   

accessories for profile AU-02-10

fixation clamp | sample case

             

987004   fixation clamp - 10: set, 2 pieces

             

930030 sample case - 10  

  4 profiles  + 11 cover 

Installation material see page 144 | 145

 accessories



accessories for profile AU-02-10

cover end caps

028 | 029

P - 01 - 10 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983010 1m 983012 1m 983014 1m  978050 978051 978052
  983011 2m 983013 2m 983015 2m 	 	 set, 2 pieces  
	 	 983016 3m  983017 3m 983018 3m   

F - 01 - 10 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983510 1m 983512 1m 983514 1m  978550 978551 978552
  983511 2m 983513 2m 983515 2m   set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983516 3m  983517 3m 983518 3m   

H - 01 - 10 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984012 1m 984014 1m   979020 979021 979022
   984013 2m 984015 2m    set, 2 pieces 
   984017 3m 984018 3m    

R - 01 - 10 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984512 1m 984514 1m   979520 979521 979522
   984513 2m 984515 2m    set, 2 pieces 
   984517 3m 984518 3m    

L - 01 - 10 lens 95% clear | beam angle 45°   white grey black

  985010 1m         980010 980011 980012
  985011 2m       set, 2 pieces 
  985016 3m     



AU-02-12

High U-profile for 12 - 13,3mm LED-Stripes

970140    1m | aluminum anodized  

970141    2m | aluminum anodized  

970142    1m | mat-black brushed  

970143    2m | mat-black brushed  

970144    1m | mat-white  

970145    2m | mat-white  

970146    1m | aluminum brushed  

970147    2m | aluminum brushed   

accessories for profile AU-02-12

fixation clamp 

             

987006   fixation clamp - 12: set, 2 pieces

Installation material see page 144 | 145

 accessories



accessories for profile AU-02-12

cover end caps

030 | 031

P - 01 - 12 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983020 1m 983022 1m 983024 1m  978060 978061 978062
  983021 2m 983023 2m 983025 2m   set, 2 pieces 

F - 01 - 12 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983520 1m 983522 1m 983524 1m  978560 978561 978562
  983521 2m 983523 2m 983525 2m   set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 12 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984022 1m 984024 1m  979030 979031 979032
   984023 2m 984025 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 12 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984522 1m 984524 1m  979530 979531 979532
   984523 2m 984525 2m   set, 2 pieces 



AU-02-15

High U-profile for 15 - 16,3mm LED-Stripes

970160    1m | aluminum anodized  

970161    2m | aluminum anodized  

970162    1m | mat-black brushed  

970163    2m | mat-black brushed  

970164    1m | mat-white  

970165    2m | mat-white  

970166    1m | aluminum brushed  

970167    2m | aluminum brushed   

accessories for profile AU-02-15

fixation clamp 

             

987008   fixation clamp - 15: set, 2 pieces

Installation material see page 144 | 145

 accessories



accessories for profile AU-02-15

cover end caps

032 | 033

P - 01 - 15 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983030 1m 983032 1m 983034 1m  978070 978071 978072
  983031 2m 983033 2m 983035 2m   set, 2 pieces 

F - 01 - 15 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983530 1m 983532 1m 983534 1m  978570 978571 978572
  983531 2m 983533 2m 983535 2m   set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 15 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984032 1m 984034 1m  979110 979111 979112
   984033 2m 984035 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 15 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984532 1m 984534 1m  979610 979611 979612
   984533 2m 984535 2m   set, 2 pieces 



AU-02-20

High U-profile for 20 - 21,3mm LED-Stripes

970200    1m | aluminum anodized  

970201    2m | aluminum anodized  

Installation material see page 144 | 145



034 | 035accessories for profile AU-02-20

cover end caps

18

P - 01 - 20 plane 95% clear  40% milky   grey 

  983040 1m  983044 1m   978161 
  983041 2m  983045 2m   set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 20 high   40% milky   grey 

    984044 1m   978351 
    984045 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 20 round   40% milky   grey 

    984544 1m   979741 
    984545 2m   set, 2 pieces 

10
10



REPROFIL | Flat T-profile

ET-01 series

Flat T-profile for 5 - 16,3mm Stripes

Information
- up to 2 different lengths 1m / 2m
- in 4 different colors
- a profile width of only 14 mm
- a profile height of only 6 mm
- high quality aluminum profiles
- high fitting accuracy
- quick surface installation
- large range of accessories
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
- small in size
- easy installation
- can be easily shortened by own work
- high quality modern and timeless design
- for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
- for the illumination of interior spaces
- Protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with
- passive cooling of the LED strips
- continuous quality control, high quality aluminum
- brand quality from Reprofil

Mounting
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws 
- Centering drilling aid: the profile has a
  small gap inside
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

ET-01-05 ET-01-08 ET-01-10 ET-01-12 ET-01-15

Application
indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture | wall | ceiling | floor | furniture | kitchen | display | shelves | fairs | advertising
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ET-01-05

Flat T-profile for 5 - 5,7mm LED-Stripes

975080 1m | aluminum anodized  

975081 2m | aluminum anodized  

975082 1m | mat-black brushed  

975083 2m | mat-black brushed 

975084 1m | mat-white  

975085 2m | mat-white  

975086 1m | aluminum brushed  

975087 2m | aluminum brushed   

Installation material see page 144 | 145



accessories for profile ET-01-05

cover end caps

006 | 007038 | 039

F - 01 - 05 flat 95% clear  40% milky  white grey black

  983550 1m  983554 1m  978680 978681 978682
  983551 2m  983555 2m      set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 05 high   40% milky  white grey black

    984054 1m  979180 979181 979182
    984055 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 05 round   40% milky  white grey black

    984554 1m  979680 979681 979682
    984555 2m   set, 2 pieces 
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ET-01-08

Flat T-profile for 8 - 9,3mm LED-Stripes

accessories for profile ET-01-08

fixation clamp 

975000 1m | aluminum anodized  

975001 2m | aluminum anodized  

975002 1m | mat-black brushed  

975003 2m | mat-black brushed  

975004 1m | mat-white  

975005 2m | mat-white  

975006 1m | aluminum brushed  

975007 2m | aluminum brushed  

             

987002   fixation clamp - 08: set, 2 pieces

Installation material see page 144 | 145

 accessories



accessories for profile ET-01-08

cover end caps

040 | 041

P - 01 - 08 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983000 1m 983002 1m 983004 1m   978080 978081 978082
  983001 2m  983003 2m 983005 2m       set, 2 pieces
	 	 983006 3m  983007 3m 983008 3m    

F - 01 - 08 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983500 1m 983502 1m 983504 1m  978580 978581 978582
  983501 2m  983503 2m 983505 2m   set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 08 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984002 1m 984004 1m  979120 979121 979122
    984003 2m 984005 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 08 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984502 1m 984504 1m  979620 979621 979622
    984503 2m 984505 2m   set, 2 pieces 



ET-01-10

Flat T-profile for 10 - 11,3mm LED-Stripes

975020 1m | aluminum anodized  

975021 2m | aluminum anodized  

975028 3m | aluminum anodized  

975022 1m | mat-black brushed  

975023 2m | mat-black brushed   

975024 1m | mat-white  

975025 2m | mat-white  

975026 1m | aluminum brushed  

975027 2m | aluminum brushed   

accessories for profile ET-01-10

fixation clamp | sample case

             

987004   fixation clamp - 10: set, 2 pieces

             

930030 sample case - 10  

  4 profiles  + 11 cover

Installation material see page 144 | 145

 accessories



accessories for profile ET-01-10

cover end caps

042 | 043

P - 01 - 10 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983010 1m 983012 1m 983014 1m  978090 978091 978092
  983011 2m 983013 2m 983015 2m   set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983016 3m  983017 3m 983018 3m   

F - 01 - 10 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983510 1m 983512 1m 983514 1m  978590 978591 978592
  983511 2m 983513 2m 983515 2m   set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983516 3m  983517 3m 983518 3m   

H - 01 - 10 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984012 1m 984014 1m   979040 979041 979042
   984013 2m 984015 2m    set, 2 pieces 
   984017 3m 984018 3m    

R - 01 - 10 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984512 1m 984514 1m   979540 979541 979542
   984513 2m 984515 2m   set, 2 pieces 
   984517 3m 984518 3m    

L - 01 - 10 lens 95% clear | beam angle 45°   white grey black

  985010 1m         980040 980041 980042
  985011 2m       set, 2 pieces 
  985016 3m     



ET-01-12

Flat T-profile for 12 - 13,3mm LED-Stripes

975040    1m | aluminum anodized  

975041    2m | aluminum anodized  

975042    1m | mat-black brushed  

975043    2m | mat-black brushed   

975044    1m | mat-white  

975045    2m | mat-white  

975046    1m | aluminum brushed  

975047    2m | aluminum brushed   

accessories for profile ET-01-12

fixation clamp 

             

987006   fixation clamp - 12: Set, 2 Stk.

Installation material see page 144 | 145

 accessories



accessories for profile ET-01-12

cover end caps

044 | 045

P - 01 - 12 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983020 1m 983022 1m 983024 1m  978100 978101 978102
  983021 2m 983023 2m 983025 2m   set, 2 pieces 

F - 01 - 12 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983520 1m 983522 1m 983524 1m  978600 978601 978602
  983521 2m 983523 2m 983525 2m   set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 12 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984022 1m 984024 1m  979050 979051 979052
   984023 2m 984025 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 12 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984522 1m 984524 1m  979550 979551 979552
   984523 2m 984525 2m   set, 2 pieces 



ET-01-15

Flat T-profile for 15 - 16,3mm LED-Stripes

975060    1m | aluminum anodized  

975061    2m | aluminum anodized  

975062    1m | mat-black brushed  

975063    2m | mat-black brushed   

975064    1m | mat-white  

975065    2m | mat-white  

975066    1m | aluminum brushed  

975067    2m | aluminum brushed   

accessories for profile ET-01-15

fixation clamp 

             

987008   fixation clamp - 15: set, 2 pieces

Installation material see page 144 | 145

 accessories



   984532 1m 984534 1m  979630 979631 979632
   984533 2m 984535 2m   set, 2 pieces 

accessories for profile ET-01-15

cover end caps

046 | 047

P - 01 - 15 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983030 1m 983032 1m 983034 1m  978110 978111 978112
  983031 2m 983033 2m 983035 2m   set, 2 pieces 

F - 01 - 15 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983530 1m 983532 1m 983534 1m  978610 978611 978612
  983531 2m 983533 2m 983535 2m   set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 15 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984032 1m 984034 1m  979130 979131 979132
   984033 2m 984035 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 15 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black



REPROFIL | High T-profile

ET-02 series

High T-profile for 5 - 16,3mm Stripes

Information
- up to 2 different lengths 1m / 2m
- in 4 different colors
- a profile width of only 14 mm
- a profile height of only 9 mm
- high quality aluminum profiles
- high fitting accuracy
- quick surface installation
- large range of accessories
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
- small in size
- easy installation
- can be easily shortened by own work
- high quality modern and timeless design
- for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
- for the illumination of interior spaces
- Protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with
- passive cooling of the LED strips
- continuous quality control, high quality aluminum
- brand quality from Reprofil

Mounting
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws 
- Centering drilling aid: the profile has a
  small gap inside
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

ET-02-05 ET-02-08 ET-02-10 ET-02-12 ET-02-15

Application
indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture | wall | ceiling | floor | furniture | kitchen | display | shelves | fairs | advertising



006 | 007048 | 049



ET-02-05

High T-profile for 5 - 5,7mm LED-Stripes

975180 1m | aluminum anodized  

975181 2m | aluminum anodized  

975182 1m | mat-black brushed  

975183 2m | mat-black brushed  

975184 1m | mat-white  

975185 2m | mat-white  

975186 1m | aluminum brushed  

975187 2m | aluminum brushed   

Installation material see page 144 | 145



accessories for profile ET-02-05

cover end caps

006 | 007050 | 051

F - 01 - 05 flat 95% clear  40% milky  white grey black

  983550 1m  983554 1m  978690 978691 978692
  983551 2m  983555 2m     set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 05 high   40% milky  white grey black

    984054 1m  979190 979191 979192
    984055 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 05 round   40% milky  white grey black

    984554 1m  979690 979691 979692
    984555 2m   set, 2 pieces 

7,
8

2,
5
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ET-02-08

High T-profile for 8 - 9,3mm LED-Stripes

accessories for profile ET-02-08

fixation clamp 

975100 1m | aluminum anodized  

975101 2m | aluminum anodized  

975102 1m | mat-black brushed  

975103 2m | mat-black brushed   

975104 1m | mat-white  

975105 2m | mat-white  

975106 1m | aluminum brushed  

975107 2m | aluminum brushed   

             

987002   fixation clamp - 08: set, 2 pieces

Installation material see page 144 | 145

 accessories



accessories for profile ET-02-08

cover end caps

052 | 053

P - 01 - 08 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983000 1m 983002 1m 983004 1m   978120 978121 978122
  983001 2m  983003 2m 983005 2m       	 	 	 set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983006 3m  983007 3m 983008 3m   

F - 01 - 08 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983500 1m 983502 1m 983504 1m  978620 978621 978622
  983501 2m  983503 2m 983505 2m   set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 08 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984002 1m 984004 1m  979140 979141 979142
    984003 2m 984005 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 08 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984502 1m 984504 1m  979640 979641 979642
    984503 2m 984505 2m   set, 2 pieces 

19
,5



ET-02-10

High T-profile for 10 - 11,3mm LED-Stripes

975120 1m | aluminum anodized  

975121 2m | aluminum anodized  

975128 3m | aluminum anodized  

975122 1m | mat-black brushed

975123 2m | mat-black brushed  

975124 1m | mat-white  

975125 2m | mat-white  

975126 1m | aluminum brushed  

975127 2m | aluminum brushed   

accessories for profile ET-02-10

fixation clamp | sample case

             

987004   fixation clamp - 10: Set, 2 Stk.

             

930030 sample case - 10  

  4 profiles  + 11 cover 

Installation material see page 144 | 145

 accessories



accessories for profile ET-02-10

cover end caps

054 | 055

P - 01 - 10 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983010 1m 983012 1m 983014 1m  978130 978131 978132
  983011 2m 983013 2m 983015 2m   set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983016 3m  983017 3m 983018 3m   

F - 01 - 10 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983510 1m 983512 1m 983514 1m  978630 978631 978632
  983511 2m 983513 2m 983515 2m   set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983516 3m  983517 3m 983518 3m   

H - 01 - 10 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984012 1m 984014 1m   979060 979061 979062
   984013 2m 984015 2m    set, 2 pieces 
   984017 3m 984018 3m    

R - 01 - 10 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984512 1m 984514 1m   979560 979561 979562
   984513 2m 984515 2m    set, 2 pieces 
   984517 3m 984518 3m    

L - 01 - 10 lens 95% clear | beam angle 45°   white grey black

  985010 1m         980060 980061 980062
  985011 2m       set, 2 pieces 
  985016 3m     



ET-02-12

High T-profile for 12 - 13,3mm LED-Stripes

975140    1m | aluminum anodized  

975141    2m |aluminum anodized  

975142    1m | mat-black brushed 

975143    2m | mat-black brushed 

975144    1m | mat-white  

975145    2m | mat-white  

975146    1m | aluminum brushed  

975147    2m | aluminum brushed   

accessories for profile ET-02-12

fixation clamp 

             

987006   fixation clamp - 12: set, 2 pieces

Installation material see page 144 | 145

 accessories



accessories for profile ET-02-12

cover end caps

056 | 057

P - 01 - 12 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983020 1m 983022 1m 983024 1m  978140 978141 978142
  983021 2m 983023 2m 983025 2m   set, 2 pieces 

F - 01 - 12 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983520 1m 983522 1m 983524 1m  978640 978641 978642
  983521 2m 983523 2m 983525 2m   set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 12 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984022 1m 984024 1m  979070 979071 979072
   984023 2m 984025 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 12 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984522 1m 984524 1m  979570 979571 979572
   984523 2m 984525 2m   set, 2 pieces 



ET-02-15

High T-profile for 15 - 16,3mm LED-Stripes

975160    1m | aluminum anodized  

975161    2m | aluminum anodized  

975162    1m | mat-black brushed  

975163    2m | mat-black brushed 

975164    1m | mat-white  

975165    2m | mat-white  

975166    1m | aluminum brushed  

975167    2m | aluminum brushed   

accessories for profile ET-02-15

fixation clamp 

             

987008   fixation clamp - 15: set, 2 pieces

Installation material see page 144 | 145

 accessories



accessories for profile ET-02-15

cover end caps

058 | 059

P - 01 - 15 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983030 1m 983032 1m 983034 1m  978150 978151 978152
  983031 2m 983033 2m 983035 2m   set, 2 pieces 

F - 01 - 15 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983530 1m 983532 1m 983534 1m  978650 978651 978652
  983531 2m 983533 2m 983535 2m   set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 15 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984032 1m 984034 1m  979150 979151 979152
   984033 2m 984035 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 15 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

   984532 1m 984534 1m  979650 979651 979652
   984533 2m 984535 2m   set, 2 pieces 



REPROFIL | Notch profile

AU-03-12

Notch profile for 12 - 13,3mm LED-Stripes

Information
- in two different lengths 1 m / 2 m
- aluminium anodized
- a profile width of only 18 mm
- a profile height of only 24 mm
- high quality aluminum profile
- high dimensional accuracy
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
-  small in size
-  easy installation
-  can be easily shortened
-  high quality modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  protection of LED Stripes by external influences
-  homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with 
 the correct cover
-  passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby the 
 lifetime can be extended
-  continuous quality control, environmantally friendly

Mounting
- T-nut with fixation clamps
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws
- drilling aid (groove)
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

AU-03-12

Application
usable to suspend from ceiling | indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture | wall | ceiling | fair | advertising

13,7

18

23
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060 | 061



REPROFIL | Notch profile

AU-03-12

Notch profile for 12 - 13,3mm LED-Stripes

970230    1,0m | aluminum anodized 

970231    2,0m | aluminum anodized 

Installation material see page 144 | 145



accessories for profile AU-03-12

cover end caps

062 | 063

R - 01 - 12 round  75% mat 40% milky   grey 

   984522 1m 984524 1m   979721 
   984523 2m 984525 2m   set, 2 pieces 

P - 01 - 12 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky   grey 

  983020 1m 983022 1m 983024 1m   978291 
  983021 2m 983023 2m 983025 2m   set, 2 pieces 

14

F - 01 - 12 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky   grey 

  983520 1m 983522 1m 983524 1m   978711 
  983521 2m 983523 2m 983525 2m   set, 2 pieces 

16

2,
5

H - 01 - 12 high  75% mat 40% milky   grey 

   984022 1m 984024 1m   979221 
   984023 2m 984025 2m   set, 2 pieces 

19
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REPROFIL | Notch profile

ET-04-12

Notch profile (wing version) for 12 - 13,3mm LED-Stripes

Information
- in two different lengths 1 m / 2 m
- aluminium anodized
- a profile width of only 27 mm
- a profile height of only 23 mm
- high quality aluminum profile
- high dimensional accuracy
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
- small in size
- easy installation
- can be easily shortened
- high quality modern and timeless design
- for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
- protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with 
 the correct cover
- passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby the lifetime         
 can be extended
- continuous quality control, environmantally friendly

Mounting
- T-nut with fixation clamps
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws
- drilling aid (groove)
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

ET-04-12

Application
usable to suspend from ceiling | indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture | wall | ceiling | fair | advertising

NEU

NEW

FROM

AUGUST



064 | 065



REPROFIL | Notch profile

ET-04-12

Notch profile (wing version) for 12 - 13,3mm LED-Stripes

975230    1m | aluminum anodized  

975231    2m | aluminum anodized  

Installation material see page 144 | 145



accessories for profile ET-04-12

cover end caps

066 | 067

19

6

H - 01 - 12 high  75% mat 40% milky   grey 

   984022 1m 984024 1m   979231 
   984023 2m 984025 2m   set, 2 pieces 

P - 01 - 12 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky   grey 

  983020 1m 983022 1m 983024 1m   978301 
  983021 2m 983023 2m 983025 2m   set, 2 pieces 

14

F - 01 - 12 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky   grey 

  983520 1m 983522 1m 983524 1m   978721 
  983521 2m 983523 2m 983525 2m   set, 2 pieces 16

3,
5

R - 01 - 12 round  75% mat 40% milky   grey 

   984522 1m 984524 1m   979731 
   984523 2m 984525 2m   set, 2 pieces 22

,5

10



21,7

26

30

REPROFIL | H-profile

AH-01-20

H-profile for 20 - 21,3mm LED-Stripes

Information
- in two different lengths 1 m / 2 m
- aluminium anodized
- a profile width of only 26 mm
- a profile height of only 30 mm
- high quality aluminum profile
- high dimensional accuracy
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
- small in size
- easy installation per click-in
- can be easily shortened
- high quality modern and timeless design
- for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
- protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with 
 the correct cover
- higher passive cooling of the LED stripe (cooling fins),  
 lifetime of LED stripe can be extended
- for the use of powerful LED stripes
- continuous quality control, environmantally friendly

Mounting
-  moutning per carrier section
-  carrier profile must be permanently fixed 
 to the ground
- mounting glue
-  countersunk screws
-  drilling aid (groove)
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

AH-01-20

Application
special and ideal for powerful LED Stripes | indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture | wall | ceiling | fair | advertising

21,5

93

T-02-20
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AUGUST



068 | 069

Mounting
-  moutning per carrier section
-  carrier profile must be permanently fixed 
 to the ground
- mounting glue
-  countersunk screws
-  drilling aid (groove)
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)



REPROFIL | H-profile

AH-01-20

H-profile for 20 - 21,3mm LED-Stripes

970770   carrier profile | 1m | aluminum natural 

970260    1m | aluminum anodized  

970261    2m | aluminum anodized  

Installation material see page 144 | 145



accessories for profile AH-01-20

cover end caps

070 | 071

18

17
3

27
,5

10

17

3

P - 01 - 20 plane 95% clear  40% milky   grey 

  983040 1m  983044 1m   978311 
  983041 2m  983045 2m   set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 20 high   40% milky   grey 

    984044 1m   979241 
    984045 2m   set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 20 round   40% milky   grey 

    984544 1m   979741 
    984545 2m   set, 2 pieces 

30
,5

13

17

3



REPROFIL | Corner-profile

AV-01-10

Corner-profile for 10 - 11,3mm Stripes

Information
- in two different lengths 1m / 2m
- in 2 different colors
- a profile height of only 29.5mm
- a side length of only 21mm
- high quality aluminum profiles
- high dimensional accuracy
- surface profile for quick installation
- for interior lighting
- protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- IP20
- not walkable

Advantages
- small in size
- easy installation
- can be easily shortened by own work
- high quality modern and timeless design
- for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
- for the illumination of interior spaces
- Protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with
- passive cooling of the LED strips
- continuous quality control, high quality aluminum
- brand quality from Reprofil

Mounting
-  for adherence we recommend an elastic
 neutral high-class silicone sealing compound
 for structural glazing
-  A heat-resistant double-sided tape
-  Foam tape for uneven surfaces
-  countersunk screws
-  as drilling help, the profile has has a small
 gap in the inner side 
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

Application
furniture | cabinets | shelves | kitchens | wall | ceiling | floor | fairs | advertising | indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture

AV-01-10



006 | 007072 | 073



AV-01-10

Corner-profile for 10 - 11,3mm Stripes

970400 1m | aluminum anodized  

970401 2m | aluminum anodized  

P - 01 - 10 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey 

  983010 1m 983012 1m 983014 1m  978170 978171 
  983011 2m 983013 2m 983015 2m  set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983016 3m  983017 3m 983018 3m  

6,
0

970402 1m | mat-white  

970403 2m | mat-white  

accessories for profile AV-01-10

cover end caps

Installation material see page 144 | 145



074 | 075

  983010 1m 983012 1m 983014 1m  978170 978171 
  983011 2m 983013 2m 983015 2m  set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983016 3m  983017 3m 983018 3m  

accessories for profile AV-01-10

cover end caps
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REPROFIL | Corner-profile

AV-04-12

Corner-profile for 12 - 13,3mm LED-Stripes

Information
- in two different lengths 1m/2m
- two different colors
- a profile width of only 31,5 mm
- leg lenght of only 22mm
- high quality aluminum profile
- high dimensional accuracy
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
-  small in size
-  easy installation
-  can be easily shortened
-  high quality modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  protection of LED Stripes by external influences
-  homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with 
 the correct cover
-  passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby the 
 lifetime of LED stripes can be extended
-  continuous quality control, environmantally friendly

Mounting
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws
- drilling aid (groove)
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

AV-04-12

Application
indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture | wall | ceiling | floor | furniture | kitchens | showcases | shelves | fair | advertising

NEU

NEW

FROM

AUGUST



076 | 077

Mounting
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws
- drilling aid (groove)
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

P - 01 - 12 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey 

  983020 1m 983022 1m 983024 1m  978330 978331 
  983021 2m 983023 2m 983025 2m  set, 2 pieces 
	 	      

accessories for profile AV-04-12

cover end caps

970410 1m | aluminum anodized  

970411 2m | aluminum anodized

970412 1m | mat-white  

970413 2m | mat-white  

5,
5

Installation material see page 144 | 145



REPROFIL | Corner-profile

EV-04-12

Corner-profile for 12 - 13,3mm LED-Stripes

Information
- in two different lengths 1m/2m
- aluminum anodized
- a profile width of only 24,5 mm
- leg lenght of only 17,5mm
- high quality aluminum profile
- high dimensional accuracy
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
-  small in size
-  easy installation
-  can be easily shortened
-  high quality modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  protection of LED Stripes by external influences
-  homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with 
 the correct cover
-  passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby the 
 lifetime of LED stripes can be extended
-  continuous quality control, environmantally friendly

Mounting
- milling
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws
- drilling aid (groove)
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

EV-04-12

Application
specifically and ideally suited for milling | indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture | wall | ceiling | floor | aurniture | aitchens | showcases | fair | advertising
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078 | 079

Mounting
- milling
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws
- drilling aid (groove)
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

975410 1m | aluminum anodized  

975411 2m | aluminum anodized  

P - 01 - 12 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky   grey 

  983020 1m 983022 1m 983024 1m   978341 
  983021 2m 983023 2m 983025 2m   set, 2 pieces 
	 	      

accessories for profile EV-04-12

cover end caps

4,
5

Installation material see page 144 | 145
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REPROFIL | Corner-profile

AV-03-12

Corner-profile for 12 - 13,3mm LED-Stripes

Information
- in two different lengths 1,25m/2,5m
- aluminium anodized
- a profile width of only 32 mm
- leg lenght of only 25 mm
- high quality aluminum profile
- high dimensional accuracy
- special cover arrangement, profile is nearly not visible
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
-  small in size
-  easy installation
-  can be easily shortened
-  high quality modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  protection of LED Stripes by external influences
-  homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with the 
 correct cover
-  passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby the lifetime  
 of LED stripes can be extended
-  continuous quality control, environmantally friendly

Mounting
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws
- drilling aid (groove)  
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

AV-03-12

Application
specifically suitable as lighted kitchen wall bar, lighting for base units | indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture | wall | ceiling | floor | furniture | kitchens | showcases 
shelves | fair |advertising

NEU

NEW

FROM

AUGUST



080 | 081

Mounting
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws
- drilling aid (groove)  
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)



REPROFIL | Corner-profile

970430 1,25m | aluminum anodized  

970431 2,50m | aluminum anodized  

AV-03-12

Corner-profile for 12 - 13,3mm LED-Stripes

Installation material see page 144 | 145



082 | 083

9,5

accessories for profile AV-03-12

cover end caps

P - 03 - 12 plane   40% milky   grey 

    983064 1m   
    983065 2m   978321 	 	 		

	 	 	 	 983068 3m 	 	 set, 2 pieces 

E - 03 - 12 Ecke   40% milky   grey 

    985564 1m    
    985565 2m   980541	 	 		

	 	 	 	 985568 3m 	 	 set, 2 pieces 

R - 03 - 12 round   40% milky   grey 

    984564 1m    
    984565 2m   979751	 	 		

	 	 	 	 984568 3m 	 	 set, 2 pieces 

15
,5

24



REPROFIL | Surface mounting profile

AM-01-10

Surface mounting profile for 10 - 11,3mm Stripes

Information
- up to 2 different lengths 1m / 2m
- in 4 different colors
- a profile width of only 32mm
- a profile heigth of only 7mm
- high quality aluminum profiles
- high fitting accuracy
- quick surface installation
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
- small in size
- easy installation
- can be easily shortened by own work
- high quality modern and timeless design
- for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
- for the illumination of interior spaces
- Protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with
- passive cooling of the LED strips
- continuous quality control, high quality aluminum
- brand quality from Reprofil

Mounting
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws 
- Centering drilling aid: the profile has a
  small gap inside
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

Application
indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture | wall | ceiling | floor | furniture | kitchen | display | shelves | fairs | advertising

AM-01-10



006 | 007084 | 085

Mounting
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws 
- Centering drilling aid: the profile has a
  small gap inside
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)



AM-01-10

Surface mounting profile for 10 - 11,3mm Stripe

970300 1m | aluminum anodized  

970301 2m | aluminum anodized  

970302 1m | mat-black brushed  

970303 2m | mat-black brushed  

970304 1m | mat-white  

970305 2m | mat-white  

970306 1m | aluminum brushed  

970307 2m | aluminum brushed   

Installation material see page 144 | 145



accessories for profile AM-01-10 086 | 087

F - 01 - 10 flat 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey black

  983510 1m 983512 1m 983514 1m  978700 978701 978702
  983511 2m 983513 2m 983515 2m   set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983516 3m  983517 3m 983518 3m   

6,
5

1,
5

cover end caps



REPROFIL | Step-profile

AL-01-10

Step-profile for 10 - 11,3mm LED Stripes

Application
specifically suited for stairs, landings and edges - usually installed in hotels, restaurants, offices,
public buildings, at fairs | indirect lighting | optical mark the stages | direct edge lighting | accent lighting
architecture

Information
- in different lengths 1m / 1.5m / 3m
- aluminum anodized
- an economical bearing surface of 39mm
- a covered circulation of 20,5mm
- surface profile for quick installation
- high dimensional accuracy
- for the illumination of stairs and edges
- protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- high quality aluminum profiles
- IP20

Advantages
-  very solid, robust and distortion-inflammatory
 profile, with a thickness in the tread of 4.5mm
-  can be easily shortened
-  high quality modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle
 with the correct covers
-  passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby
 the lifetime can be extended
-  continuous quality control, high
 quality aluminum
-  brand quality from Reprofil

Mounting
-  if the profile is subjected to stress and used to be
 perpetrated by foot, the profile has to be screwed
 permanently. Recommendation: The profile must
 lie flat and has to be firmly bolted minimum every
 20 cm to the ground by using countersunk screws
-  if the profile will be not stressed or perpetrated by
 foot, it is not neccessay to screw the profile
-  for adherence we recommend an elastic neutral
 high-class silicone sealing compound for structural
 glazing
-  A heat-resistant double-sided tape
-  Foam tape for uneven surfaces
-  as centering drilling aid, has the profile
 of the rear upper area through a small gap
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

AL-01-10



006 | 007088 | 089



AL-01-10

Step-profile for 10 - 11,3mm LED Stripes

970500 1,0m | aluminum anodized  

970501 1,5m | aluminum anodized   

970502 3,0m | aluminum anodized   

Installation material see page 144 | 145



accessories for profile AL-01-10

cover end caps

P - 01 - 10 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky   grey 

  983010 1m 983012 1m 983014 1m 	 	 978191  
  983011 2m 983013 2m 983015 2m   set, 2 pieces  
	 	 983016 3m  983017 3m 983018 3m 	 	 (end cap left | right)
	

090 | 091

step 1    step 2    step 3    step 4    



REPROFIL | Step-profile

AL-02-10

Step-profile for 10 - 11,3mm LED Stripes

Application
specifically and ideally suited for stairs, landings and edges - usually installed in hotels, restaurants, offices, public 
buildings, at fairs | indirect lighting | optical mark the stages | direct edge lighting | accent lighting | architecture  
                                                                                                                                                 

Information
- in different lengths 1m / 1.5m / 3m
- aluminum anodized
- an economical bearing surface of 39mm
- a covered circulation of 16,5mm
- surface profile for quick installation
- high dimensional accuracy
- for the illumination of stairs and edges
- protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- high quality aluminum profiles
- IP20

Advantages
-  very solid, robust and distortion-inflammatory
 profile, with a thickness in the tread of 4.5mm
-  can be easily shortened
-  high quality modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle
 with the correct covers
-  passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby
 the lifetime can be extended
-  continuous quality control, high
 quality aluminum
-  brand quality from Reprofil

Mounting
-  if the profile is subjected to stress and used to be
 perpetrated by foot, the profile has to be screwed
 permanently. Recommendation: The profile must
 lie flat and has to be firmly bolted minimum every
 20 cm to the ground by using countersunk screws (4,5)
-  if the profile will be not stressed or perpetrated by
 foot, it is not neccessay to screw the profile
-  for adherence we recommend an elastic neutral
 high-class silicone sealing compound for structural
 glazing
-  A heat-resistant double-sided tape
-  Foam tape for uneven surfaces
-  as centering drilling aid, has the profile
 of the rear upper area through a small gap
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

AL-02-10



006 | 007092 | 093



AL-02-10

Step-profile for 10 - 11,3mm LED Stripes

970520 1,0m | aluminum anodized  

970521 1,5m | aluminum anodized   

970522 3,0m | aluminum anodized   

Installation material see page 144 | 145



accessories for profile AL-02-10

cover end caps

P - 01 - 10 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky   grey 

  983010 1m 983012 1m 983014 1m 	 	 978201  
  983011 2m 983013 2m 983015 2m   set, 2 pieces  
	 	 983016 3m  983017 3m 983018 3m 	 	 (end cap left | right)
        
	

094 | 095

step 1    step 2    step 3    step 4    



REPROFIL | Base-profile

AM-02-10

Base-profile for 10 - 11,3mm LED Stripes

Application
specifically and ideally suited as a baseboard in the living room, hotel, restaurant, offices, public buildings
wall, exhibition, advertising | indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture   
                                                                                                                                               

Information
- length 3m
- in 2 different colors
- a small width of 15mm
- an overall height of 58mm
- surface profile for quick installation
- time saving: pre-drilled holes approximately every 29cm
- integrated cable duct in the lower part
- pre-installed cable feed at the beginning and end of the
 profile, 20mm deep and 5 mm wide groove

- high dimensional accuracy
- for interior lighting
- protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- high quality aluminum profiles

Advantages
-  very solid, robust and distortion-inflammatory
 profile, with wall thicknesses of 2 and 5 mm
-  Easy assembly through pre-drilled holes
-  can be easily shortened
-  high quality modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle
 with the correct covers
-  passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby

 the lifetime can be extended
-  continuous quality control,
 high quality aluminum
-  brand quality from Reprofil

Mounting
-  for adherence we recommend an elastic
 neutral high-class silicone sealing compound
 for structural glazing
-  a heat-resistant double-sided tape
-  foam tape for uneven surfaces
-  pre-drilled cuts for countersunk screws
-  as drilling help, the profile has a small
 gap in the inner side
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

AM-02-10



006 | 007096 | 097



AM-02-10

Base-profile for 10 - 11,3mm LED Stripes

50 mm 290 mm 290 mm 290 mm 290 mm

3000 mm

50 mm

970600 3m | aluminum anodized  970601 3m | mat-black brushed  

15 mm

58
 m

m

11
,7

 m
m

2,7 mm

Ø
 9

,3
 m

m

Ø
 5

,5
 m

m

Installation material see page 144 | 145



accessories for profile AM-02-10

cover end caps

P - 01 - 10 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky   grey black

  983010 1m 983012 1m 983014 1m   
  983011 2m 983013 2m 983015 2m  
	 	 983016 3m  983017 3m 983018 3m   
	

098 | 099

978241 978242
set, 2 pieces 
 
(end cap left | right)



REPROFIL | Drywall-profile

AV-02-10

Drywall-profile | corner outside for 10 - 11,3mm LED Stripes

Application
specifically and ideally suited for drywall | Suitable for most 12.5 mm plasterboard | wall | exhibition | advertising
indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture                                                                                                                                             

Information
- length 2,5m
- aluminum anodized
- a width of the visible, overlapping wing of 25.5mm
- high quality aluminum profiles
- high dimensional accuracy
- surface profile for quick installation
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
-  small in size
-  easy installation
-  highly time saving in drywall works
-  corners do not have to be worked out elaborate and
 time-consuming
-  can be easily shortened
-  high quality modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  illumination of interior spaces
-  protection of LED Stripes by external influences
-  homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle
 with the correct covers
-  passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby
 the lifetime can be extended
-  continuous quality control, high
 quality aluminum
-  brand quality from Reprofil

Mounting
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- counter sunk screws
- Centering drilling aid: the profile has a
  small gap inside
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

AV-02-10



006 | 007100 | 101

Mounting
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- counter sunk screws
- Centering drilling aid: the profile has a
  small gap inside
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)



AV-02-10

Drywall-profile | corner outside for 10 - 11,3mm LED Stripes

970450    2,5m | aluminum anodized  

970452   2,5m | white-mat  

Installation material see page 144 | 145



accessories for profile AV-02-10

cover end caps

P - 01 - 10 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey 

  983010 1m 983012 1m 983014 1m  978180 978181 
  983011 2m 983013 2m 983015 2m  set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983016 3m  983017 3m 983018 3m   

E - 01 - 10 Ecke   40% milky  white grey 

    985514 1m  980520 980521 
    985515 2m  set, 2 pieces 
	 	   985518 3m   

6

102 | 103

12,5

step 1    step 2    step 3    step 4    



REPROFIL | Drywall-profile

EV-03-10

Drywall-profile | corner inside for 10 - 12mm LED-Stripes

Information
- lenght: 2m
- two different colors
- covering wings of 25,5mm
- high quality aluminum profile
- high dimensional accuracy
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
-  small in size
-  easy installation
-  high time savings in drywall installations
-  corners do not have to be worked out
-  can be easily shortened
-  high-quality, modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  for indoor lighting
-  protection of LED Stripes by external influences
-  Homogeneous lighting effect, no glare from matching  
 coverings
-  passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby the lifetime  
 of LED stripes can be extended
-  continuous quality control, environmental friendly

Mounting
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws
- drilling aid (groove)
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)
    

Application
ideal suited for drywall installations | suitable for the most common 12,5mm plasterboard (double-covering 25mm) living room, hotel, restaurant, offices, public buildings | indirect lighting 
light lines | accent lighting | architecture | wall | fair | advertising

12,3
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  983010 1m 983012 1m 983014 1m  978280 978281 
  983011 2m 983013 2m 983015 2m  set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983016 3m  983017 3m 983018 3m 

E - 01 - 10 Ecke   40% milky   white grey

    985554 1m 	 980530 980531
    985555 2m 	 set, 2 pieces 
    985558 3m 

104 | 105

P - 01 - 10 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey 

accessories for profile EV-03-10

cover end caps

975460 2,5m | aluminum anodized  

11
,5

6

975462 2,5m | white-mat 

Installation material see page 144 | 145
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REPROFIL | Drywall-profile

EL-02-12

Drywall profile | wall voute for 12 - 14mm LED-Stripes

Information
- two different lenght: 1m/2m
- two different colors
- profile width (incl. wings): 75mm
- installation width: 60mm
- installation height up to wings: 24mm
- a width of the visible, covering wings of 10mm / 20mm
- high quality aluminum profile
- high dimensional accuracy
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
-  small in size
-  easy installation
-  high time savings in drywall installations
-  corners do not have to be worked out
-  can be easily shortened
-  high-quality, modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  for indoor lighting
-  protection of LED Stripes by external influences
-  homogeneous lighting effect, no glare from matching  
 coverings
-  passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby the lifetime  
 of LED stripes can be extended
-  continuous quality control, environmental friendly

Mounting
- T-nut with fixation clamps
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

Application
ideal suited for drywall insatallations / ceiling lighting | suitable for the most common 12.5 mm plasterboard (double-covering 25mm) living room, hotel, restaurant, offices, public buildings 
indirect lighting | light lines | accent lighting | architecture | wall | fair | advertising

EL-02-12

NEU

NEW

FROM

AUGUST



6

106 | 107

P - 01 - 12 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey 

  983020 1m 983022 1m 983024 1m  978250 978251 
  983021 2m 983023 2m 983025 2m  set, 2 pieces

      (end cap left | right) 
	 	   

accessories for profile EL-02-12

cover end caps

975490 1m | aluminum anodized  

975491 2m | aluminum anodized  

975494 1m | white-mat 

975495 2m | white-mat 

Installation material see page 144 | 145



REPROFIL | Drywall-profile

ET-03-10

Drywall-profile | wall | ceiling for 10 - 12mm LED-Stripes

Information
- two different lenght: 1,25m/2,5m
- two different colors
- profile width (incl. wings): 37,5mm
- installation height up to wings: 24,5mm
- a width of the visible, covering wings of 11,5mm
- high quality aluminum profile
- high dimensional accuracy
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
-  small in size
-  easy installation
-  high time savings in drywall installations
-  corners do not have to be worked out
-  can be easily shortened
-  high-quality, modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  for indoor lighting
-  protection of LED Stripes by external influences
-  homogeneous lighting effect, no glare from matching  
 coverings
-  passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby the lifetime  
 of LED stripes can be extended
-  continuous quality control, environmental friendly

Mounting
- T-nut with fixation clamps
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersink screws
- drilling aid
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

Application
ideal suited for drywal construction / suspended ceilings | suitable for the most common 12.5 mm plasterboard (double-covering 25mm) | living room, hotel, restaurant, offices, 
public buildings | indirect lighting | light lines | accent lighting | architecture | wall | fair | advertising

11,5
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108 | 109

Mounting
- T-nut with fixation clamps
- mounting glue
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersink screws
- drilling aid
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)



ET-03-10

Drywall-profile | wall | ceiling for 10 - 12mm LED-Stripes

970762    carrier profile | 1,25m | aluminum natural  

REPROFIL | Drywall-profile

975470 1,25m | aluminum anodized  

975471 2,50m | aluminum anodized  

975474 1,25m | white-mat 

975475 2,50m | white-mat 

Installation material see page 144 | 145



110 | 111accessories for profile ET-03-10

cover end caps

P - 01 - 10 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey 

  983010 1m 983012 1m 983014 1m   
  983011 2m 983013 2m 983015 2m  978260 978261
	 	 983016 3m  983017 3m 983018 3m  set, 2 pieces 

H - 01 - 10 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey 

   984012 1m 984014 1m   
   984013 2m 984015 2m  979200 979201
	 	  984017 3m  984018 3m  set, 2 pieces 

R - 01 - 10 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey 

   984512 1m 984514 1m   
   984513 2m 984515 2m  979700 979701
	 	  984517 3m 984518 3m  set, 2 pieces 

18
23

6

27

10



REPROFIL | Drywall-profile

EL-03-10

Drywall profile | ceiling voute for 10 - 12mm LED-Stripes

Information
- two different lenght: 1,25m/2,5m
- two different colors
- profile width (incl. wings): 27,5mm
- installation height up to wings: 44mm
- a width of the visible, covering wings of 11,5mm
- high quality aluminum profile
- high dimensional accuracy
- not walkable
- IP20

Advantages
-  small in size
-  easy installation
-  high time savings in drywall installations
-  corners do not have to be worked out
- can be easily shortened
-  high-quality, modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  for indoor lighting
-  protection of LED Stripes by external influences
-  homogeneous lighting effect, no glare from matching  
 coverings
-  passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby the lifetime  
 of LED stripes can be extended
-  continuous quality control, environmental friendly

Mounting
-  the profile must be permanently fixed with the ground
- the load of the wing by supporting the suspended 
   ceiling / plates does not dissolve and the seat / strength       
 of the profile
-  pre-drilled holes for 4,5 countersunk screws
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

Application
ideal suited for drywall construction / suspended ceilings | residential, hotel, restaurant, offices, public buildings | indirect lighting | light lines | accent lighting | architecture | wall | fair 
advertising
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112 | 113



REPROFIL | Drywall-profile

EL-03-10

Drywall profile | ceiling voute for 10 - 12mm LED-Stripes

970762    carrier profile | 1,25m | aluminum natural 

975480 1,25m | aluminum anodized  

975481 2,50m | aluminum anodized  

975484 1,25m | white-mat 

975485 2,50m | white-mat 

Installation material see page 144 | 145



114 | 115accessories for profile EL-03-10

cover end caps

H - 01 - 10 high  75% mat 40% milky  white grey 

   984012 1m 984014 1m  979210 979211 
   984013 2m 984015 2m  set, 2 pieces 
	 	  984017 3m  984018 3m  (end cap left | right) 
	 	     

R - 01 - 10 round  75% mat 40% milky  white grey 

   984512 1m 984514 1m  979710 979711 
   984513 2m 984515 2m  set, 2 pieces 
	 	  984517 3m 984518 3m  (end cap left | right) 
	 	     

P - 01 - 10 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky  white grey 

  983010 1m 983012 1m 983014 1m  978270 978271 
  983011 2m 983013 2m 983015 2m  set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983016 3m  983017 3m 983018 3m  (end cap left | right) 
	 	    18

6

23

10

27



REPROFIL | Tile-profile

EV-01-08

Tile-profile | corner inside for 8 - 9,3mm LED Stripes

Application
special and ideal for tiles and porcelain stoneware | the profile is designed for a thickness of 9-10mm | usually 
installed in bathrooms, kitchens, living reas, hotels, restaurants, offices, public buildings, fairs | wall | brick veneer 
ceiling | floor | indirect lighting | accent lighting | architectur
                                                                                                                                                    

Information
- in two different lengths: 1.25m / 2.5m
- aluminum anodized
- bearing surface of 22mm
- total wing bearing surface of 43mm
- recessed profile for quick installation
- high dimensional accuracy
- for lighting inside of corners
- profilee with support, for gluing tiles for installation
- protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- high quality aluminum profiles
  Please note before installation:
- not walkable
- not for wet room installations
- IP20

Advantages
- easy installation
- can be easily shortened
- high quality modern and timeless design
- for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
- homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle
  with the correct covers
- passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby
  the lifetime can be extended
- continuous quality control,
  high quality aluminum
- brand quality from Reprofil

Mounting
-  we recommend a flexible tile adhesive and joint  
 grout
-  working basis should be treated free from dust   
 and to be treated with surface matching bonding  
 primer for an optimal and long lasting result
-  for mounting the profile we recommend tiles or   
 porcelain stoneware
-  for application of flexible tile adhesive use
 a 6 x 6mm or 8 x 8mm notched trowel
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

EV-01-08



006 | 007116 | 117



EV-01-08

Tile-profile | corner inside for 8 - 9,3mm LED Stripes

975340 1,25m | aluminum anodized  

975341 2,50m | aluminum anodized  

Installation material see page 144 | 145



accessories for profile EV-01-08

cover end caps

118 | 119

P - 01 - 08 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky   grey 

  983000 1m 983002 1m 983004 1m    978221 
  983001 2m  983003 2m 983005 2m      	 	 set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983006 3m  983007 3m 983008 3m   

E - 01 - 08 Ecke   40% milky   grey 

    985504 1m   980501 
    985505 2m   set, 2 pieces 
	 	   985508 3m   

9

14,7



REPROFIL | mounting | EV-01-08

step 1    step 2    

step 3    step 4    

step 5   



120 | 121



REPROFIL | Tile-profile

EV-02-08

Tile-profile | corner inside for 8 - 9,3mm LED Stripes

10

9,7

31
26
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22
42

10
,5

Application
special and ideal for tiles and porcelain stoneware | the profile is designed for a thickness of 9-10mm | usually 
installed in bathrooms, kitchens, living areas, hotels, restaurants, offices, public buildings, fairs | wall | brick veneer 
ceiling | floor | indirect lighting | accent lighting | architectur

                                                                                                                                                    

Information
- in two different lengths: 1.25m / 2.5m
- aluminium anodized
- bearing surface of 22mm
- total wing bearing surface of 26,5mm
- recessed profile for quick installation
- high dimensional accuracy
- for lighting of outside corners
- profilee with support for gluing tiles for installation
- protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- high quality aluminium profiles
- Please note before installation:
- not walkable
- not for wet room installations
- IP20

Advantages
- easy installation
- can be easily shortened
- high quality modern and timeless design
- for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
- homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle
  with the correct covers
- passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby
  the lifetime can be extended
- continuous quality control,
- brand quality from Reprofil

Mounting
-  we recommend a flexible tile adhesive and joint  
 grout
-  working basis should be treated free from dust and  
 to be treated with a surface matching bonding   
 primer for an optimal and long lasting result
-  for mounting the profile we recommend tiles or   
 porcelain stoneware
-  for application of flexible tile adhesive use a 
 6 x 6mm or 8 x 8mm notched trowel
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

EV-02-08
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EV-02-08

Tile-profile | corner inside for 8 - 9,3mm LED Stripes

975350 1,25m | aluminum anodized  

975351 2,50m | aluminum anodized  

Installation material see page 144 | 145



accessories for profile EV-02-08

cover end caps
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P - 01 - 08 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky   grey 

  983000 1m 983002 1m 983004 1m    978231 
  983001 2m  983003 2m 983005 2m     	 	 	 set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983006 3m  983007 3m 983008 3m   

E - 01 - 08 Ecke   40% milky   grey 

    985504 1m   980511 
    985505 2m   set, 2 pieces 
	 	   985508 3m   

9.

14,7



REPROFIL | mounting | EV-02-08

step 1    step 2    

step 3    step 4    

step 5   
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REPROFIL | Tile-profile

EL-01-08

Tile-profile for 8 - 9,3mm LED Stripes

Application
special and ideal for tiles and porcelain stoneware | the profile is designed for a thickness of 9-10mm | usually 
installed in bathrooms, kitchens, living areas, hotels, restaurants, offices, public buildings, fairs | wall | brick veneer 
ceiling | floor | indirect lighting | accent lighting | architectur

                                                                                                                                                    

Information
- in two different lengths: 1.25m / 2.5m
- aluminium anodized
- bearing surface of 22mm
- total wing bearing surface of 36mm
- recessed profile for quick installation
- high dimensional accuracy
- for lighting as a bordure or end rail
- profilee with support for gluing tiles for installation
- high quality aluminium profiles
- Please note before installation:
- not walkable
- not for wet room installations
- IP20

Advantages
- easy installation
- can be easily shortened
- high quality modern and timeless design
- for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
- homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle
  with the correct covers
- passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby
  the lifetime can be extended
- continuous quality control
- brand quality from Reprofil

Mounting
-  we recommend a flexible tile adhesive and  
 joint grout
-  working basis should be treated free from dust  
 and to be treated with a surface matching  
 bonding primer for an optimal and long lasting  
 result
-  for mounting the profile we recommend tiles or  
 porcelain stoneware
-  for application of flexible tile adhesive use a 
 6 x 6mm or 8 x 8mm notched trowel
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

EL-01-08



006 | 007128 | 129



EL-01-08

Tile-profile for 8 - 9,3mm LED Stripes

975330 1,25m | aluminum anodized  

975331 2,50m | aluminum anodized  

Installation material see page 144 | 145



P - 01 - 08 plane 95% clear 75% mat 40% milky   grey 

  983000 1m 983002 1m 983004 1m    978211 
  983001 2m  983003 2m 983005 2m     	 	 	 set, 2 pieces 
	 	 983006 3m  983007 3m 983008 3m   

accessories for profile EL-01-08

cover end caps

130 | 131



REPROFIL | mounting | EL-01-08

step 1    step 2    

step 3    step 4    

step 5   
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REPROFIL | IP-profile

AU-04-12

IP-profile | U-flach for 12 - 12,3mm LED-Stripes

Information
- in two different lengths: 1.25m / 2.5m
- aluminium natural
- profile width: 20mm
- profile height_ 10mm
- high dimensional accuracy
- high quality aluminium profiles
- walkable
- provided for protection class IP67   

Advantages
- small in size
- easy installation
- can be easily shortened
- high quality modern and timeless design
- for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
- protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with the correct
  cover
- passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby the lifetime 
  of LED stripes can be extended
- continuous quality control, environmantally friendly

Mounting
- mounting glue, tile adhesives, concrete, mortar
- heat-resistant double-sided tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- for an optimum mounting, and in combination with tiles        
 in bathrooms or wet rooms, we recommend, flexible tile  
 adhesive
- Optimal working basis should be dust-free and prepared  
 with a matching primer. So you achieve optimal and
 lasting results
- recommended for tiles or stoneware in thickness  
 9-10mm
-  flexible tile adhesive should be made by a a 6 x 6mm or  
 8 x 8mm notched trowel
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

AU-04-12

Application
special and ideal for tiles and porcelain stoneware | designed for a thickness of 9-10mm | floors | baths | balcony | terrace | building facades | Light line marking pools 
indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture | advertising

1

NEU

NEW

FROM

AUGUST
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I - 01 - 12 IP   40% milky   grey 

    988024 1m   981001 
    988025 2m   set, 2 pieces 
	 	   988028 3m  

accessories for profile AU-04-12

cover end caps

970720 1,25m | aluminum natural 

970721 2,50m | aluminum natural 

5

Installation material see page 144 | 145



REPROFIL | IP-profile

ET-05-12

IP-profile | T-flat for 12 - 12,3mm LED-Stripes

Information
- two different lenght: 1,25m/2,5m
- aluminium anodized
- profile width (incl. wings): 30mm
- installation height up to wings: 9mm
- high quality aluminum profile
- high dimensional accuracy
- walkable
- provided for protection class IP67

Advantages
-  small in size
-  easy installation
-  can be easily shortened
-  high quality modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  protection of LED Stripes by external influences
- homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with the correct       
 cover
- passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby the lifetime of  
 LED stripes can be extended
-  continuous quality control, environmantally friendly

Mounting
- mounting glue, tile adhesives, concrete, mortar
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- countersunk screws
- drilling aid (groove)
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

ET-05-12

Application
special and perfect for laminate and parquet | designed for a thickness from 9 mm | floors | bathrooms | balcony | terrace | building facades light line marking | pools | indirect lighting 
accent lighting | architecture | advertising

30
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AUGUST
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I - 01 - 12 IP   40% milky   grey 

    988024 1m   981011 
    988025 2m   set, 2 pieces 
	 	   988028 3m  

accessories for profile ET-05-12

cover end caps

975720 1,25m | aluminum anodized 

975721 2,50m | aluminum anodized 

5

Installation material see page 144 | 145



REPROFIL | IP-profile

AU-05-15

IP-profile | U-high for 15 - 15,6mm LED-Stripes

Information
- two different lenght: 1m/2m
- aluminium nature
- profile width: 24mm
- profile height: 20mm
- high quality aluminum profile
- high dimensional accuracy
- walkable
- provided for protection class IP67

Advantages
-  small in size
-  easy installation
-  can be easily shortened
-  high quality modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  protection of LED Stripes by external influences
-  homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with the correct  
 cover
-  passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby the lifetime  
 of LED stripes can be extended
-  continuous quality control, environmantally friendly

Mounting
- mounting glue, tile adhesives, concrete, mortar
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

AU-05-15

Application
specifically and ideally suited for outdoor use | balcony | terrace | building facades | light line marking | pools | indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture | advertising

22
24

16

20
4

2

18

5

T-01-15
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I - 03 - 15 IP   40% milky   grey 

    
    988084 1m   981031 
    988085 2m   set, 2 pieces 
	 	    

accessories for profile AU-05-15

cover end caps

970740 1m | aluminum natural 

970741 2m | aluminum natural 

13
,5

970764    carrier profile | 1m | aluminum natural   

Installation material see page 144 | 145
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REPROFIL | IP-profile

ET-05-15

IP-profile | T-high for 15 - 15,6mm LED-Stripes

Information
- two different lenght: 1m/2m
- aluminium anodized
- profile width: 34mm
- profile height (incl. wing): 18,5mm
- high quality aluminum profile
- high dimensional accuracy
- walkable
- provided for protection class IP67

Advantages
-  small in size
-  easy installation
-  can be easily shortened
-  high quality modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  protection of LED Stripes by external influences
-  homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with 
 the correct cover
-  passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby the 
 lifetime of LED stripes can be extended
-  continuous quality control, environmantally friendly

Mounting
- mounting glue, tile adhesives, concrete, mortar
- heat resistant double-sided adhesive tape
- foam tape for uneven surfaces
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

ET-05-15

Application
specifically and ideally suited for outdoor use | balcony | terrace | building facades | light line marking | pools | indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture | advertising

18

5

T-01-15

NEU

NEW

FROM

AUGUST
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I - 03 - 15 IP   40% milky   grey 

    
    988084 1m   981041 
    988085 2m   set, 2 pieces 
	 	    

accessories for profile ET-05-15

cover end caps

13
,5

Installation material see page 144 | 145

975740 1m | aluminum anodized 

975741 2m | aluminum anodized 

970764     carrier profile for LED-stripes 

  1m | aluminum natural       
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REPROFIL | IP-profile

EU-01-12

IP-profile | driveable | U-high for 12 - 12,3mm LED-Stripes

Information
- two different lenght: 1m/2m
- aluminium natural
- profile width: 27mm
- profile height: 30mm
- high quality aluminum profile
- high dimensional accuracy
- driveable
- provided for protection class IP67

Advantages
-  small in size
-  easy installation
-  can be easily shortened
-  high quality modern and timeless design
-  for the use of rigid and flexible LED strips
-  protection of LED Stripes by external influences
-  homogeneous lighting effect, no dazzle with 
 the correct cover
-  passive cooling of the LED stripe, whereby 
 the lifetime of LED stripes can be extended
-  continuous quality control, environmantally friendly

Mounting
- mounting glue, tile adhesives, concrete, mortar
- driveable max. 1 ton, we recommend our foam carrier
- Mounting (partly available on page 144/145)

EU-01-12

Application
special and ideal for driveways, parking lots and cobblestone paths | terrace | building facades | light line marking | pools | indirect lighting | accent lighting | architecture

NEU

NEW

FROM

AUGUST
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I - 02 - 12 IP   40% milky   grey 

    
    988054 1m   981021 
    988055 2m   set, 2 pieces 
	 	    

accessories for profile EU-01-12

cover end caps

21
,5

Installation material see page 144 | 145

975780 1m | aluminum natural 

975781 2m | aluminum natural 

970762    carrier profile for LED-stripes 

 1,25m | aluminum natural 

990095     foam carrier

  L: 126 x W: 2,6 x H 3,0 cm

  plastic | rigid foam



REPROFIL  | Accessories

930111 Set of 10 

Set includes:
- 6 x 35 nylon anchors (10pcs.)
- 4,5 x 45 stainless steel screws (10pcs.)

   

930112 width:   8 mm  | length: 33 m

930113 width:  12 mm | length: 33 m  

930114 width:  15 mm | length: 33 m  

930115 width:  20 mm | length: 33 m  

930116 width:  25 mm | length: 33 m  

Double-sided tape with foam carrier for profilesScrews | Anchors
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930104 310ml cartridge | transparent

    

930103 400ml         930105 300ml cartridge 
	 	 Bond + Seal power

Natural stone sealant Sealant smoothing agent Mounting glue
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Reprofil GmbH 
                   
Im Hinteracker 11 
D - 76307 Karlsbad
T:  +49 (0)7248 / 9265-501
F:  +49 (0)7248 / 9265-502     
info@reprofil.com 
www.reprofil.com

        

 




